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Role and Responsibilities: 
Readers are Associate Deans, Directors, or other Faculty representatives chosen in consultation with the 
respective departments to read the names of graduating students. They are part of the Chancellor’s 
Procession and appointed to their roles. 
 
Before the Ceremony: 
Readers report to the Great Performers Lounge – Robing Room at the Chan Centre 30 minutes ahead of 
your ceremony start time, to receive any updates. 
 
Before leaving the Robing Room, you will be lined up in order to process to the Chan Centre and onto the 
stage. Chairs on stage will have your names on them. Readers will be seated near the lectern (Stage Left). 

 
During the Ceremony: 
Following the speeches and any award presentations, the students are asked to rise and are presented 
to the Chancellor by the President for the conferring of degrees.   
 
The Student Marshals begin to lead the first students to the stage. 
 
Once the students have arrived at the steps of the stage, the first Reader steps to the lectern and 
microphone, tips their hat to the Chancellor, and says; 
 

“Mr. Chancellor, I have the pleasure of presenting to you the candidates for the degree 
(whatever the appropriate degree is)”.   
 

Each student will come forward to the lectern, hand a card with their name and degree on it to the Reader 
and wait until their name is read out. Once this happens, the student crosses the stage, nods to the 
Chancellor, shakes hands with the President, and continues on to their respective Dean. The Dean will 
shake hands with the student, the student continues across the stage and down the steps on the other 
side. 
 
If the student is the Head of the Class, the Reader will to read the award first and then the student’s name, 
as in;  
 

“Mr. Chancellor, I have the pleasure of presenting to you the recipient of (award, students 
name and appropriate degree)”.   
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Reading Cards for Head of Classes will include an easily identifiable coloured sticker. When you 
see a sticker, please flip the card over for the award. 

 
(Please note: ONLY HEADS OF CLASSES ARE READ OUT AT CONGREGATION, NO OTHER AWARDS ARE 
READ OUT, PLEASE RECOGNIZE OTHER AWARD RECIPIENTS AT YOUR FACULTY RECEPTION OR OTHER 
SPECIAL EVENT)  
 
Once a student has reached the Dean, the Reader should begin to read out the next name and so on 
until finished. Once finished with their group of students, the Reader returns to his or her seat and the 
next Reader steps forward and commences reading their student names and degrees. 
 
The order of the degrees, the names of the students and the Readers are listed in the program so the 
Reader will know in what order they are reading. 
 
Special note for Posthumous Degrees: 
For posthumous degrees, the Reader will notice a different card and will read the following: 
 
“Mr. Chancellor, (name of representative) is accepting the posthumous degree on behalf of his/her 
(applicable relationship), (name of deceased student).” 
 
Thank you! 
 
 
 
 
 


